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1. Summary (and outline)

Part I: what do ARM borrows do when their interest 
rates adjust?

– Well-identified answer: increase spending by between 
20 and 90 percent of  the decreased ARM payments

Part II: what do ARM resets do to counties?
– Answer: maybe they raise car sales, raise card 

borrowing and cause mortgage prepayment  
– Could improve: quantitative effect, statement of  the 

counterfactual
What did we learn for monetary policy pass-through?

– Answer: long and variable lags



2. Households and ARM resets

a) Theory
b) What did we know?
c) Identification
d) What does the paper show?



2. Households and ARM resets

a) Theory
– Frictionless LC/PIH

• Save when income is high, dissave when income low
• Prediction: save more when income higher

– LC/PIH with liquidity constraints
• Spend more when income is high if  low liquidity
• Act as frictionless PIH when liquidity high

• Paper selects recent borrowers, so more low 
liquidity households than average in US



b) What did we know for low 
liquidity households?

Stephens (2005)
- CE data on households paying 

off  vehicle loans
- compare consumption growth 

of  households with vehicle 
loans about to expire to those 
with loans expiring

Also: auto sales are cash flow and 
credit sensitive: Adams, Einav and 
Levin (2009), Parker, Souleles, 
Johnson Mclelland (2013)

Similar to the average 
household

2. Households and ARM resets



2. Households and ARM resets
c) Identification
Very clean identification for this sample
- From timing and regression discontinuity:  
- Across 5-year ARM, reset determined by cohort
- Allow smooth variation by cohort (controls)
- Identify effect of  reset from large discrete jump 
Low external validity: recent large borrowers who 
chose ARMs and did not refinance earlier-- selected 
to be liquidity constrained (also did not default 
earlier).  But paper not about external validity . . . 



2. Households and ARM resets
d) What does the paper show?

When arm payments 
go down:

i) Pay down 
mortgages

ii ) Increased 
auto loans, 
likely increased 
consumption

iii) Increased card “spending”
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Budget 
constraint

ARM 
payment:     
down 
$900

Income: 
Presumably 
uncorrelated

Other 
borrowing  

???

More 
borrowing:

$100- $150 
car loans

More 
Consumption 
(presumably): 
$100-$150+ 

on cars

Reduced 
borrowing: 

Payments 
rise $60   

Saving:     
???

Voluntary 
leveraging

Voluntary 
deleveraging

All in monthly flows …



Summary: When ARM payments decline by $900/month:
• Debt rises $90/month 

– $150 on auto’s minus $60 on other loans
• Car expenditures (presumably) rise $150
• Debit card balances rise by $200 over a year

– Flow of  $17/month in less debt repayment or more 
consumption?

MPC between 20 and 90 percent for households that 
took out recent ARM mortgages

Cleanly identified, well-measured, convincing

2. Households and ARM resets



Theory studied by Auclert (2014): 
• For a change in interest rates, the change in 

consumption comes from
– a substitution effect 
– an income effect due to revaluation of  endowment 
– an income effect due to revaluation of  assets/debt

• All three depend on the MPC (over time)
• And macro effects of  redistribution only if  the 

revaluation effects positively correlated with 
MPC across households 

3. Monetary policy pass-through



Future
consumption

Present consumption

Budget constraint

Indifference Curve
Slope is -R

What happens when the interest rate declines?
Depends on income and asset position



Post-portfolio 
choice endowment

What happens when the interest rate declines?
Depends on income and asset position

Income and substitution 
effects cancel on consumption 
demand today (for log utility)



Post-portfolio 
choice endowment

What happens when the interest rate declines?
Depends on income and asset position

Substitution effect only



Post-portfolio 
choice endowment

What happens when the interest rate declines?
Depends on income and asset position



The general lesson (see Auclert (2014)): 
• For a change in interest rates, the change in 

consumption comes from
– a substitution effect 
– an income effect due to revaluation of  endowment 
– an income effect due to revaluation of  assets/debt

• All three depend on the MPC (over time)
• Macro effects of  redistribution depend on cross-

sectional pattern of  revaluation and correlation 
with MPC (across households)

3. Monetary policy pass-through



To answer the whole question, we need more than the 
Part I of  this paper.  When interest rates fell:

– Did ARM’s values change more or less than fixed-rate 
mortgages with the option to refinance?  Than the 
interest rate effects on the house value?

– Did default or refinancing fixed-rate mortgages put cash 
flow into the hands of  constrained borrowers faster than 
ARMs?

– What are MPC of  liquidity for households with different 
mortgages?  Assets? Etc.

ARM’s may delay or accelerate consumption response 
. . . . Long and variable lags . . .

3. Monetary policy pass-through



4. Part II: Counties and ARM resets



4. Counties and ARM resets
Analysis: outcome as a function of  mortgage payments from a 
county instrumented with ARM fraction (2006) x LIBOR

As noted by paper, less clean identification:
1. No sharp discontinuity related to resets
2. What drives ARM variation?   I see sand states.  Correlates?
3. What is non-ARM county?

Findings: Counties with more ARMs (in 2006):
1. have mortgage payments that fall more when LIBOR falls 
2. have car sales (not loans) and credit card balances that go up 

more when LIBOR falls
3. have mortgage balances that fall more when LIBOR falls
Paper needs to tell us how big these effects are.



5. Conclusion
Nice identification: what do ARM borrows do when 
their interest rates adjust?

– Answer: they increase spending by between 20 and 90 
percent of  the decreased ARM payments

– Also nice analysis of  heterogeneity in responses
What do ARM resets do to counties?

– Answer: maybe they raise car sales, raise card 
borrowing and cause mortgage prepayment  

– Need calculations of  quantitative effect, and 
counterfactual (not as clean and clear as Part I)

What did we learn for monetary policy pass-through?
– Answer: long and variable lags . . .


